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As one group promises vaccine alternatives to be stated by Trump this week, Trump in 

spectacular fashion ignores that group and twitters about ModeRNA, the RNA/DNA 

genetic altering vaccine. Trump has consigned Americans to a vaccine that has barely 

been tested, produced adverse results already and not conducive or safe for public use. If 

you allow the government to break the law because of an emergency, they will always 

create an emergency to break the law. I guess THI was correct again, one day people will 

all see and will peer through the illusionary fog, the distractions and the plan, and seek 

what is real. Their world becomes increasingly bizarre by the hour now, observing people 

in their world, how they interact, how they interpret stuff, how they operate is a lesson in 

how far we have come in this group. Others may want to malign us, copy us and 

denigrate us, but they can't ignore us. Let them hover in their 2014 world, for it is they 

who are lost and can't be found, they love their loop world of repeating things and 

expecting different results. This week one group announce that Arcturian channelers are 

joining them, channelers? now it really is 2014 in their world. Don't worry it's all 

happening soon, imminent, 2 weeks and when it fails, they just repeat the narrative to 

other people who love the repeat program. The RV is still happening, Trump is still 

President, arrests all happening, voter fraud proven, all from the people connected to 

Charlie Ward and his RV crew, it boggles my mind, the group was uncomplimentary, 

disparaging, truthful or damning about the Trustee as well depending on your perspective 

of her currently. Kim did NOT give POTUS $500 billion, she did NOT give anyone 

anything. She was still a Clown In Action (CIA) MK Ultra mind-control multiple 

personality delusional deceiving agent sent in by the CIA to deceive you currency holders 

so that her [D]eep State puppet masters can GET CONTROL of YOU AND YOUR 

MONEY POST-RV. They want to CONTROL the RV narrative through Kim and 

through many other deceptive means to TRANSFORM THE RV INTO THEIR EVIL 

PLAN, into the [D]eep State’s “Great Reset” World Economic Forum population-control 

and population-REDUCTION (KILLING YOU & YOUR CHILDREN) 2030 AGENDA. 

The Military Intel Contact advised to shut the door to Kim and to all the insane 

propaganda from the CIA, the CIA controlled FAKE STREAM MEDIA and the 

treasonous swamp rats who want to CONTROL you and YOUR MONEY POST-RV. If 

you want to see how evil & treasonous Kim & her CIA handlers are (just like Wray & 

FBI are evil and treasonous STILL) That is what Kim has walked into getting into bed 

with Charlie Ward and the RV crew. I wonder if the Trustee will turn around to Charlie 

Ward and tell him that he has shit in his ears and talks shit every week? like she did to me 

this week on a public blog. The levels of the people she is involved in now, is alarming to 

say the least, but that is the path she alone chose, and all falls on her head now, time 

always tells on choices and paths, and also the truth and lies. But say all these things 

happens tomorrow, what will change really? The RV is based on greed based people, 

controlling elements and their desire to get rich and live a materialistic lifestyle at the 
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expense of others. Trump was in charge for 4 years, and nothing really changed in our 

lives, criminals roam free, taxes too high, still peddling drugs, Langley and other 

agencies still not addressed, burgeoning poverty levels and 1 in 6 Americans on food 

stamps, I could go on and on. Arrests were happening every week now since 2002, if 

Trump didn't do it, why would Biden? Voter fraud proven, voter fraud was proven 4 

years ago, one personality admitted it on air, why is it different now, what does it 

change? Their world is falling away mired in savior programs, tv channels, portal people 

and politics, we have all realized none of that works for us anymore, they haven't and I 

suspect never will. They are not are concern, we have helped them more than necessary 

at this point and our focus is on those in our world now, not theirs. Is it painful to watch? 

in some cases yes, but those loop people were the problem to begin with, stuck in their 

13K year cycles and never daring to be different. Always seeking someone else to help 

them off of their hamster wheel, but the ones they seek are there to help them stay in their 

loop. Their hamster wheel points North and South, with a westerly loop, those that went 

different jumped off in an Easterly direction. Major plans are underway to rectify our 

world and our focus is on that currently, despite others pathetic attempts to throw us off 

course. In their world they Trust a plan they have no idea of it's intentions, in our world 

we build our own plans without them, why? because the reality is, they are not in our 

world. 

 

NEWS President-elect Joe Biden is turning to longtime Democratic policy staffer Neera 

Tanden to lead his Office of Management and Budget and Cecilia Rouse to head the 

Council of Economic Advisers, people familiar with the process said. Tanden was a 

Clinton puppet, is part of several clown based think tanks and came out of Yale. Rouse is 

out of Harvard and Princeton. Biden will also nominate Adewale Adeyemo, a former 

senior adviser at BlackRock Inc., to be deputy Treasury secretary as part of a slate of 

economic-team nominations he plans to announce on Tuesday, the people said. Adeyemo 

is a Nigerian-born attorney and president of the Obama Foundation. Brian Deese, another 

Blackrock executive who served in the Obama administration, is likely to be offered the 

job of National Economic Council director, according to people familiar with the matter. 

Funny how Black Rock crops up on both sides of the alleged political divide isn't it. 

Biden has also tapped two economic advisers from his presidential campaign, Jared 

Bernstein and Heather Boushey, to be members of the CEA. Bernstein born in and to, 

works for CNBC, and writes for NY Times and Washington Post. We wonder why 

nothing ever works with appointments like these, greed based banking people and out of 

touch with reality think tank groups. 

 

Quite why the Trump administration waited until its final months, to shake up the 

influential group of outside experts advising top Pentagon leaders, is beyond me, but that 

is what he did this week. Several members of the top federal advisory committee to the 

U.S. Department of Defense have been suddenly pushed out, multiple U.S. officials told 
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Foreign Policy, in what appears to be the outgoing Trump administration's parting shot at 

scions of the foreign-policy establishment. The directive, which the Pentagon's White 

House liaison Joshua Whitehouse sent on Wednesday afternoon, removes 11 high-profile 

advisors from the Defense Policy Board, including former Secretaries of State Henry 

Kissinger and Madeleine Albright; Those two should have been pushed out on day one, a 

staggering oversight to me. Retired Adm. Gary Roughead, who served as chief of naval 

operations; and a onetime ranking member of the House Intelligence Committee, Jane 

Harman. Rudy De Leon, a former chief operating officer at the Pentagon, once 

considered by then-Defense Secretary James Mattis for a high-level policy role, will also 

be ousted. Also booted in today's sweep of the board, which is effective immediately, 

were former House Majority Leader Eric Cantor and David McCormick, a former 

Treasury Department undersecretary during the George W. Bush administration, both had 

been added to the board by Mattis in 2017. Jamie Gorelick, a Clinton administration 

deputy attorney general; Robert Joseph, a chief U.S. nuclear negotiator who convinced 

Libya to give up weapons of mass destruction; former Bush Deputy National Security 

Advisor J.D. Crouch II; and Franklin Miller, a former top defense official, have also been 

removed. Why so many former Bush appointees in your main roles, how could you 

progress with hawkish policy people? In a statement late Wednesday, the Department of 

Defense confirmed the decision. Officials said that the Trump administration had long 

tried to remake the board with figures seen as loyal to the president — and outside of the 

Washington establishment — but had received pushback from recently ousted Defense 

Secretary Mark Esper and acting Undersecretary of Defense for Policy James Anderson, 

who sought to keep the board in place to allow for policy continuity. But Esper and 

Anderson were both appointed by Trump himself, surely appointing Anderson another 

Bush disciple is pure folly on his part? Both Esper and Anderson were removed earlier 

this month in a purge of Pentagon officials. The White House had sought to add Scott 

O'Grady, a former Air Force fighter pilot shot down over Bosnia, to the board to prepare 

him to be nominated for a top Pentagon position, as well as former House Speaker Newt 

Gingrich, a close ally of President Donald Trump. Gingrich? really? the Vietnam draught 

dodger, who had 84 ethics charges against him and first Speaker of the House to have 

files charges against him, although how or why Trump let Pelosi run free for past 4 years 

astounds me. The administration had also vetoed adding retired Adm. Eric Olson, a 

former U.S. Special Operations Command chief, and former Secretary of State 

Condoleezza Rice, as well as Gordon England, a former deputy secretary of defense 

during the Bush administration, over perceived anti-Trump ties. 

 

UK department store chain Debenhams is to close with the direct loss of 12,000 jobs. Yet 

the well-off 'experts' continue to champion ruinous lockdowns, oblivious to the 

devastation they are wreaking on people's lives. It was more than just a shop. Debenhams 

was part of British life. Part of the national fabric. Put another way: how could the 

government order the shutdown of millions of businesses without there being a disastrous 
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impact in terms of jobs and a cataclysmic fall in GDP? Yet, incredibly some thought 

there would be no great price to pay. That we could just carry on locking down for 

months on end, and then everything would be absolutely hunky dory afterwards. As 

labelling people 'deniers' is all the rage, perhaps we could call these people - who tweeted 

the '#ExtendtheLockdown' hashtag in May and June - as 'basic rules of economics 

deniers'. Now, they very publicly shed crocodile tears for jobs lost and call for more 

'support' for those out of work, yet they advocated the very policies which were 

guaranteed to bring these unhappy outcomes about. Ouroborus policies again. What all 

the advocates of lockdowns and draconian restrictions on business have in common is, 

that they're all in highly paid and secure jobs, usually in the upper echelons of the public 

sector. This is the real Covid divide of 2020. I'm not just referring here to government 

ministers like Health Secretary Matt Hancock, who gets £141,000. Or pro-lockdown MPs 

on £82,000, plus all the other perks, or the well-paid union leaders, or indeed the well-

heeled government scientists and members of SAGE. Chief Medical Officer Chris Whitty 

is on a salary of £200,000. Today, Whitty tweeted that the newly authorised vaccine was 

only a "step" towards normal, and strongly hinted that restrictions would need to continue 

until at least the spring. How many more businesses will that bankrupt? But rest assured 

Chris will still be getting his salary paid in full each month, whatever happens. And then 

there's the high-profile lockdown- promoting 'A-List' media celebrities too, like Piers 

Morgan, the co-presenter of Good Morning Britain, who tweeted in 2017 that he gets 

paid £22.5 million a year. The problem is we the people allow this charade, we have to 

stop it. 

 

On the day before Thanksgiving, the Walt Disney Co. revealed 4,000 more layoffs are 

coming in its theme parks division, bringing the total number of announced layoffs to 

32,000 across the company. At least 18,000 of the total jobs lost belong to cast members 

at Walt Disney World. This year, the resort has already lost nearly a quarter of its 

reported 2019 workforce of 77,000. A spokeswoman for Walt Disney World did not 

immediately respond to questions about the announced layoffs, including how many 

Orlando employees would be affected. The notice said about 32,000 employees in the 

company’s Parks, Experiences and Products division will be laid off in the first half of 

the 2021 fiscal year. This number comprises nearly 21% of the 155,000 reported 

employees of the Walt Disney Co.’s theme parks division as of Oct. 3. The company 

partially attributed the job losses to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. The knock on 

effect of vacation homes being empty, the property management and service industry 

which is the main driver of the economy for that region, is also badly effected by 

Disney's rise and fall. But it will continue long after lockdowns, as with less businesses 

and jobs, how many families can afford to pay a minimum of $500 for one family of 4 to 

go to the parks? more ouroborus thinking. 
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Colorado officials last week announced that several counties had moved into the "red 

level" — the second-highest measurement on its COVID-19 dial — and would be forced 

to implement new regulations on restaurants, gyms, and other parts of the economy to 

combat the virus. Then something remarkable happened. Weld County, a county in the 

northern part of the state with a population of roughly a quarter million people, politely 

said no. "Instead, county government continues to do what it has done since March, 

which is promote and encourage residents and business owners, to take individual 

responsibility and make decisions to protect themselves, their families, their community 

and their businesses," the Board of Commissioners said in a statement. With a test-

positivity rate north of 16 percent, Weld County's infection rate is well above the 5 

percent threshold the World Health Organization uses as a benchmark for taking 

proactive measures to limit the spread of the virus. Nevertheless, county officials 

enumerated what they would not do. Test positivity rate on 16% is actually only 0.48% 

when you factor in the false positive tests of 97%, so well under the rate. Kudos to them 

and I hope it encourages many more communities in every state, and tell these law 

breakers we are not observing your fake and illegal rules. 

 

Iran's most senior nuclear scientist Mohsen Fakhrizadeh has been assassinated near the 

capital Tehran, the country's defence ministry has confirmed. Fakhrizadeh died in 

hospital after an attack in Absard, in Damavand county. Iran's Foreign Minister 

Mohammad Javad Zarif, has condemned the killing "as an act of state terror". Western 

intelligence agencies believe Fakhrizadeh was behind a covert Iranian nuclear weapons 

programme. "If Iran ever chose to weaponise (enrichment), Fakhrizadeh would be known 

as the father of the Iranian bomb," one Western diplomat told Reuters news agency in 

2014. Iran insists its nuclear programme is exclusively for peaceful purposes. But the 

point is from Iran's perspective it should not matter whether it is for peaceful purposes or 

not, with the psychotic state close to your border stacked with nuclear weapons and every 

other war machine, if you were Iranian you would also want the capacity to defend 

yourself from a rival country who have no principals or morals and bomb and kill people 

with impunity. The world needs to disarm Israel, then the problem goes away. But news 

of the killing comes amid fresh concern about the increased amount of enriched uranium 

that the country is producing. Enriched uranium is a vital component for both civil 

nuclear power generation and military nuclear weapons. Between 2010 and 2012, four 

Iranian nuclear scientists were assassinated and Iran has accused Israel of complicity in 

the killings. Fakhrizadeh's name was specifically mentioned in Israeli PM Benjamin 

Netanyahu's presentation about Iran's nuclear programme in April 2018. There has been 

no comment from Israel on the news of the assassination. The Pentagon has also declined 

to comment. Fakhrizadeh was clearly still a key player. Hence Benjamin Netanyahu's 

warning, two years ago, to "remember his name". Yes like Netanyahu pointed the region 

of Beirut that was leveled by his forces, it is clear to all who did it, the question remains 

is why is this country supporting this genocide? 
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El Salvador, Guatemala and Honduras have brought criminal charges against more than 

700 members of cross-border criminal organizations, primarily the MS-13 and 18th Street 

gangs, in a U.S.-assisted effort, the U.S. Department of Justice said on Friday. "The U.S. 

Department of Justice and our law enforcement partners in Central America are 

committed to continued collaboration, in locating and arresting gang members and 

associates engaged in transnational crimes," said U.S. Attorney General William Barr, 

according to the statement. The charges resulted from a one-week coordinated law 

enforcement action under Operation Regional Shield (ORS), a DOJ-led initiative to 

combat transnational organized crime that brings together authorities from El Salvador, 

Guatemala, Honduras, Mexico and the United States. Tackling transnational human 

smuggling networks and gangs, including MS-13, is a top priority for U.S. President 

Donald Trump. Prosecutors in El Salvador this week filed criminal charges against 1,152 

members of organized crime groups in the country, primarily MS-13 and 18th Street 

gangs, the statement said. The national civil police captured 572 of the defendants on 

charges involving terrorism, murder, extortion, kidnapping, money laundering, human 

trafficking and human smuggling, among others. In Guatemala, authorities executed 80 

search warrants, arrested 40 individuals and served 29 arrest warrants against people 

already in custody, all of whom are members of the 18th Street gang and MS-13, the DOJ 

said. Guatemalan authorities seized drugs and a firearm, and filed charges for extortion, 

illicit association, conspiracy to commit murder and extortive obstruction. In Honduras, 

the one-week joint operation resulted in the arrest of over 75 MS-13 and 18th Street gang 

members and five police officers and the execution of over 10 search warrants. The less 

of those type of criminals on our streets the better, but we also have to address the social 

conditions that creates these types of people, zero has been done to fix things in that way, 

globally. 

 

In what appears to us to be a continuing push to eventually become a Chinese company, 

Tesla will soon be producing its third generation electric Superchargers in China, in 

addition to vehicles it already manufactures there. The company said it'll start producing 

the chargers in 2021. It plans on investing $6.4 million in a new factory to help make its 

third generation of chargers, called the Supercharger V3. It's no surprise Musk is eager to 

expand in China, having called the country "smart" and "hard working" back in August of 

this year. The Tesla CEO - who has made himself billions off the back of U.S. 

government subsidies and the U.S. taxpayer - took to the "Daily Drive" podcast over the 

summer to make it clear exactly what country his allegiances lie with. On the podcast, 

reported by CNBC, he called the people of China “smart” and “hard working” while at 

the same time calling U.S. citizens "entitled" and "complacent". He specifically called out 

both New York and California, states whose taxpayers have literally funded Tesla's 

business with massive tax breaks amounting to billions. Some people will denigrate him 

for this but, he does have a point in some aspects, plus the continued shambolic way this 
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country is ran, businesses from a business perspective are better off at this point 

elsewhere to not only survive, but thrive. The drain will go on, unless drastic actions are 

taken to make America self sufficient as close to 100% as possible, that way we create 

our own jobs. 

 

The Congressional Oversight Commission overseeing COVID-19 relief funds excoriated 

the Defense and Treasury Departments Tuesday over a $700 million loan to a troubled 

shipping company. Treasury and DoD offered the loan in July when the company, YRC 

Worldwide, was reportedly worth just $70 million and had been sued by the Pentagon for 

overpriced shipping costs. So the Pentagon was suing this company for over pricing and 

then gives $700M of American taxpayers money to bail them out, or is it another of their 

hostile takeovers of companies, which then goes to and comes under the term private 

contractors? That $700M that clearly the Pentagon had floating around, although one has 

to ask where that funding came from, one can ask but rarely does one get an answer back 

from those involved in it. But that $700M could have gone to landlords and small 

business who are losing money hand over fist, and could have saved some jobs and 

homes, I know common sense again. The bipartisan commission overseeing funds from 

the $2.2 trillion CARES Act said both agencies had failed to provide adequate answers 

on the matter, and in some cases had raised further concerns with their responses to 

earlier inquiries. "The Department of Defense has yet to provide the Commission a 

satisfactory explanation for how YRC is critical to national security," the committee said 

in its most recent oversight report, noting that there were three larger shipping providers 

offering similar services. Critical to National Security means that the YRC is in some 

way owned or ran by the CIA, just saying. "The Department of Defense did not even 

consider whether the services it obtains from YRC could be obtained elsewhere," the 

report continued, raising further concerns about the favorable terms of the loan, and the 

likelihood that the stake Treasury took in the company would be compromised in the 

event of a default. "The Commission is concerned that the Treasury may have put 

taxpayers in a precarious position," the report said. The report also hit the Defense 

Department's responses to previous inquiries, noting that the response was delayed and at 

time contradictory. The Pentagon said it did not seek an alternate provider, but also that 

the lack of an alternate provider justified its national security designation of the company. 

"The Commission finds the Department of Defense's delay inexcusable and its answers 

incomplete," the Oversight report said. The American military and it's entourage is the 

biggest waste of money ever, near $1T a year and what do the American people get in 

return? nothing, freedoms? really, freedoms is an illusion like the American dream, you 

have to be asleep to believe it. 

 

President Trump has discussed with advisers whether to grant pre-emptive pardons to his 

children, to his son-in-law and to his personal lawyer Rudolph W. Giuliani, and talked 

with Mr. Giuliani about pardoning him as recently as last week, according to two people 
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briefed on the matter. Mr. Trump has told others that he is concerned that a Biden Justice 

Department might seek retribution against the president by targeting the oldest three of 

his five children — Donald Trump Jr., Eric Trump and Ivanka Trump — as well as Ms. 

Trump’s husband, Jared Kushner, a White House senior adviser. Donald Trump Jr. had 

been under investigation by Robert S. Mueller III, the special counsel, for contacts that 

the younger Mr. Trump had had with Russians offering damaging information on Hillary 

Clinton during the 2016 campaign, but he was never charged. Mr. Kushner provided false 

information to federal authorities about his contacts with foreigners for his security 

clearance, but was given one anyway by the president. Kushner as predicted was your 

downfall Mr. Trump, the very fact he provided false information for a security clearance, 

should have had him on charges of National Security risk, but the Israeli lobby wield 

ridiculous power, and Kushner their puppet boy walks free. Watch out for 

Kushner/Ivanka 2024, and Israel Cohen's plan will be complete. The nature of Mr. 

Trump’s concern about any potential criminal exposure of Eric Trump or Ivanka Trump 

is unclear, although an investigation by the Manhattan district attorney into the Trump 

Organization, has expanded to include tax write-offs on millions of dollars in consulting 

fees by the company, some of which appear to have gone to Ms. Trump. This is wrong on 

many levels, this type of skullduggery of one rule for them and another for we the people. 

 

This below is from a Qantas employee - just sharing. I have some intel on the Qantas 

mandate for vax but I can’t comment as I’ll surely lose my job . Qantas was visited by 

Jane Hanlon some weeks ago, she is one of the most satanic public servants I know. 

She’s on the board of the Covid Advisory Board, basically she gave Qantas an ultimatum. 

Get all employees and passengers in masks and require vaccination certificates for over 

seas travel, and we will allow you to resume international operations. Masks became 

mandatory for employees within 5 days of her visit, cloth masks are being made and we 

are told we will need to wear them as a ‘uniform item’ for 2 years. So it has gone from 

two weeks to two years now, oh my, that is proof this virus will carry on regardless of 

statistics, vaccines and anything else, it is a program of death and control. Vaccines for 

employees are going to be part of new work agreement, and passenger vaccine 

Certificates to travel by midway through next year. The only way around this is to be 

very vocal and write into the company expressing your non consent for travel 

vaccination. I’ve been with this company for over 30 years, and I can tell you boycotting 

them after the fact won’t help. But I have seen many proposed changes fall over when 

customers wrote in and expressed their concerns. They want customers and they will 

listen, especially as they are vulnerable right now. But it must be now not later ! Share 

this widely! This is a testing plan to see how the people will comply, try it on airlines 

first, next comes restaurants, sport arenas and bars, then comes Social Security, 

unemployment benefits and other government benefits, next comes all cash is abolished 

and the AI crypto control world will be born.  
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This is a follow up to the letter from the NSW police dept we read out in an earlier show. 

In his compelling open letter to NSW Police Commissioner dated October 26, Alex 

Cooney threw down the challenge to other members of the force to show their solidarity, 

and join him in a quest to challenge the directives being given to police in response to the 

National State of Emergency. Since then, his letter has been downloaded over 52,000 

times from this site alone. More the 6500 people have completed our form to show their 

support, and hundreds of members of the police and military have come out in support. 

One senior member of the NSW Police Force Public Order & Riot Squad, Kevin 

Dawson, has met the challenge, issuing his own open letter raising similar concerns 

about bureaucratic influence in the force, the enforcing of "arbitrary rules" that are "often 

confusing...often infringing upon basic human rights...causing harm when it is apparently 

meant for good" and "causing the demise of good judgement in policing". In the letter he 

raises questions of "the legality of the infringement notices we have been asked to issue", 

citing the absence of a declared State of Emergency in New South Wales. Of alarming 

concern is the instruction given to the police to assist with the BLM and Armenian 

protests, while making an example of protesters deemed to be "anti-government" with a 

"get them quick" attitude. Kevin pointed out the clear bias to break up a small protest 

held between the NRL Grand Final, attended by 40,000 and a pub with an extended 

liquor license to accept double patronage, using "safety reasons" as the purpose. He 

pointed out that there are clear prejudices coming from above, and brought into question 

the moral and ethical standards in the present state of the force, ultimately questioning if 

there is another agenda at play. In one powerful statement Kevin states: "It appears that 

the medical establishment has taken over the decision-making through unelected Chief 

Health Officers, bit like Fauci, John Hopkins Center and the CDC then. Their decisions 

corner us into relenting to their demands, so questioning the factual basis of these 

decisions should be encouraged. If there is truly no conspiracy here, why aren’t we 

having the conversation?" Kevin makes the point that "when we assume a person has 

committed a crime, we conduct an investigation, yet when a citizen assumes wrongdoing 

by its government, it’s called a conspiracy theory. If this is not covert social conditioning, 

then I put it to you that we need to be openly discussing the points raised in Alexander 

Cooney’s letter." From the actions of one brave officer having the courage and conviction 

to speak out, a chorus of support has sprung forth, with Kevin another link in a clear 

chain reaction of discord. Just like Alex Cooney, Kevin is also calling on the NSW Police 

Commissioner to question the government's directions, in the hope of 

restoring community trust in our police force. This "Cops for Covid Truth" movement', 

and two very powerful open letters provide an insight into the growing concern with the 

government's measures for handling the pandemic, and the use of police to enforce them. 

At Advocate Me, we have thrown all our resources into supporting these brave officers, 

and are openly inviting more, across the entire country to join this movement. NSW is 

NOT operating under a State of Emergency, yet the police are being compelled to enforce 

directions on the basis they do, when it is clearly without these additional powers. This is 
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where the common or natural law groups can make headway, arrange meetings with local 

police and teach them the benefits of real law, not legalese. Bias shown to BLM and 

Armenia protesters where police were asked to assist these groups to protest, and to 

"make an example" of people protesting anything anti-government, with a "get them 

quick" attitude. Use of terms like “anti everything hippies” to describe these protesters, is 

indicative of the prejudice coming from above. Unprofessional conduct called out, where 

obscenely derogatory remarks about anti-government protesters, raises serious moral and 

ethical questions about the present state of the force. Police made to break up a small 

protest sighting "safety concerns" as the reason, while tens of thousands nearby were 

permitted at the NRL grand final and its precinct. The medical establishment has taken 

over the decision making through unelected Chief Health Officers. Weeks have passed 

with no response to Alex Cooney's open letter, motivating further action from within the 

force. Great stuff and we at THI applaud you for your efforts to highlight the growing 

gap in the narrative between the public and the government and media puppets. 

 

In past shows I have warned of the dangers Australia is in, caught between two fake 

super powers, China and America. That has increased since, and things blew up this week 

as a Chinese official did a mock poster of an Australian military, taunting them over 

human rights, after an inquiry determined that Australian forces have to answer to 

charges of their troops indiscriminately and wantonly killing young Afghan children. 

Earlier this month, a report found "credible information" that 25 Australian soldiers were 

involved in the murders of 39 Afghan civilians and prisoners between 2009 and 2013. 

Also, the image appears to be a reference to previously reported allegations, that elite 

Australian soldiers used knives to murder two 14-year-old Afghan boys. They are not the 

only countries troops to commit atrocities in war torn countries, it is an epidemic due to 

the mind control and drugged up nature that soul diers undergo, and another thing that 

needs addressing globally. Bilateral relations between the two countries have rapidly 

deteriorated this year, after Australia led calls for an investigation into the origins of the 

corona virus pandemic, and ongoing discussion about Beijing's alleged interference in 

Australian affairs. In recent months, China has imposed a series of economic blows - 

including trade stoppages and tariffs - on about a dozen Australian imports including 

wine, barley and beef. Then China announced it will impose taxes on Australian wine of 

up to 212%, starting on Saturday. Its commerce ministry said these were temporary anti-

dumping measures to stop subsidised imports of Australian wine. The duties will range 

from 107% to 212%, intensifying trade tensions between the two countries. In recent 

months, Beijing has targeted Australian imports including coal, sugar, barley and lobsters 

amid political tensions. Australia has described China's actions as "economic coercion", 

well THI did warn of that a few years back, one wonders how or why Australian officials 

couldn't see the obvious? Two things would stop all of this, 1: no foreign troops in any 

country and 2. each country becomes sovereign and self sufficient You could also add a 

non partisan committee made up of the people to decide other trade deals, between 
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countries who despite attempts to be self sufficient, can't. The Trustee instead of funding 

the Black Sun, Is ra el and vaccine manufacturers can play an important role in this as 

well, as each countries funds can be paid to each country that starts up a self sufficiency 

program. The self sufficiency allows countries to not be raped by the so called clown 

funded large countries, and can build and develop their own countries in a better way 

with more industry in house, instead of being held hostage by other countries whose sole 

operation is to harvest everyone else. 

 

Jackasses at the BBC are responding again to our narrative it seems, now they are doing 

more change the narrative on the RNA/DNA rumor mill as they see it, it is not rumors 

when the manufacturer themselves state it. By Flora Carmichael and Jack Goodman 

someone must know who these jackasses are, call them out in their communities for 

spreading blatant lies and misdirection of the truth. They both do tweets go on their pages 

and call them both out as traitors to humanity, this is how we shut these people up, get in 

their faces, tell them they are not welcome in our society with their treasonous lies, no 

need to be nasty just let them know we the people will not tolerate their treachery. You 

will find them both on Flora Carmichael's twitter page 'Altered DNA' claims The fear that 

a vaccine will somehow change your DNA is one we've seen aired regularly on social 

media. The BBC asked three independent scientists about this, no they asked 3 lackeys. 

They said that the corona virus vaccine would not alter human DNA, but Bill Gates states 

otherwise. Some of the newly created vaccines, including the one now approved in the 

UK developed by Pfizer/BioNTech, use a fragment of the virus's genetic material - or 

messenger RNA. "Injecting RNA into a person doesn't do anything to the DNA of a 

human cell," says Prof Jeffrey Almond of Oxford University. It works by giving the body 

instructions to produce a protein which is present on the surface of the corona virus. The 

immune system then learns to recognise and produce antibodies against the protein. 

Accept the patent and information tells you otherwise, and our bodies have already 

created antibodies to the virus, as proven with the Italy patients in September 2019. This 

isn't the first time we've looked into claims that a coronavirus vaccine will supposedly 

alter DNA, we investigated a popular video spreading the theory back in May, hmm I 

wonder who that was? Posts have noted that messenger RNA (mRNA) vaccine 

technology "has never been tested or approved before". It is true that no mRNA vaccine 

has been approved before now, but multiple studies of mRNA vaccines in humans have 

taken place over the last few years. And, since the pandemic started, the vaccine has been 

tested on tens of thousands of people around the world and has gone through a rigorous 

safety approval process. Like all new vaccines, it has to undergo rigorous safety checks 

before it can be recommended for widespread use. Except Astra Zeneca and Pfizer 

revealed themselves they have ran into complications and also the numbers of the 

efficacy is way lower than presented, so that ends another of your conspiracy theories 

BBC. Next, a conspiracy theory that has spanned the globe. It claims that the corona virus 

pandemic is a cover for a plan to implant trackable microchips, and that the Microsoft co-
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founder Bill Gates is behind it. There is no vaccine "microchip" and there is no evidence 

to support claims that Bill Gates is planning for this in the future. Erm what about the 

Microsoft Patent 060606 BBC? you are not very bright or up to date are you? You know 

who the wise people at the BBC went to for discounting this theory? The Bill and 

Melinda Gates Foundation told the BBC the claim was "false". haha what utter jackasses, 

another BBC conspiracy theory shattered. We've seen arguments against a Covid-19 

vaccine shared across social media, asking why we need one at all if the chances of dying 

from the virus are so slim. A meme shared by people who oppose vaccination put the 

recovery rate from the disease at 99.97% and suggested getting Covid-19 is a safer option 

than taking a vaccine. To begin with, the figure referred to in the meme as the "recovery 

rate" - implying these are people who caught the virus and survived - is not correct. 

About 99.0% of people who catch Covid survive it, says Jason Oke, Senior Statistician at 

the University of Oxford. So around 100 in 10,000 will die - far higher than three in 

10,000, as suggested in the meme. Ok lets argue over figures shall we, are you from the 

John Hopkins Center for math deficiency? Whether it is 99% or 99.97%, with positive 

rates for the vaccines ranging from 62-90% even 1-3rd grade student can tell you the 

survival rate is better without the vaccine, do you think everyone is so thick and blinded? 

Another BBC conspiracy theory shattered. However, Mr Oke adds that "in all cases the 

risks very much depend on age, and do not take into account short and long-term 

morbidity from Covid-19". Yet in recent Astra Zeneca studies they admitted they didn't 

include in the data, the effects on the elderly? now why is that BBC? Could it be the 

vaccine positive rate would plummet to less than 62%, if the elderly were included in the 

statistics? It's not just about survival. For every person who dies, there are others who live 

through it but undergo intensive medical care, and those who suffer long-lasting health 

effects. Sounds like the American health care system then, who are the 3rd leading cause 

of death in this country, and nobody appears to want to do anything about it. 

 

Vaccine courts were created in the United States by the 1986 National Childhood 

Vaccine Injury Act (NCVIA), passed by the US Congress in response to a threat to the 

vaccine supply due to a 1980s scare over the DPT vaccine. They are juryless and 

confidential. In the vaccine court, as in civil tort cases, the burden of proof is a 

preponderance of evidence, but while in tort cases, this is met by expert testimony 

establishing a rigorous scientific case, in the vaccine court, the burden is met with a three 

prong test. The petitioner must present a biological theory of harm, demonstrate a logical 

sequence of events connecting the vaccine to the injury, and establish an appropriate time 

frame in which injury occurred. The petitioner must also show that there is not another 

biologically plausible explanation for the injury. A 2005 United States Court of Appeals 

for the Federal Circuit ruling held that an award should be granted, if a petitioner either 

establishes a "Table Injury" or proves "causation in fact", by proving the following three 

prongs. A medical theory causally connecting the vaccination and the injury; a logical 

sequence of cause and effect showing that the vaccination was the reason for the injury; 
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and a showing of a proximate temporal relationship between vaccination and injury. 

What is interesting in this is, and will be of note to natural law people is, the fact that the 

case is about proving harm, which under their normal courts they do not allow that. In 

December 2018 "payouts by the national Vaccine Injury Compensation Program, or 

VICP, have now topped $4 billion. The Homeland Security Act of 2002 provides an 

exception to the exclusive jurisdiction of the vaccine court. If a smallpox vaccine were to 

be widely administered by public health authorities in response to a terrorist or other 

biological warfare attack, persons administering or producing the vaccine would be 

deemed federal employees, and claims would be subject to the Federal Tort Claims Act. 

In which case claimants would sue the U.S. Government in the U.S. district courts, and 

would have the burden of proving the defendants' negligence, a much more difficult 

standard. The fast tracked COVID-19 vaccines being rolled out from December 2020, 

will be covered by The Countermeasures Injury Compensation Program (CICP), run by 

an agency under the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), not by 

vaccine courts. Peter Meyers, an emeritus professor at George Washington University 

School of Law and former director of the Vaccine Injury Litigation Clinic, described the 

CICP as a "black hole" process handled entirely within HHS, rather than a court, without 

fees for attorneys or expert witnesses, a short one-year window to file claims and limited 

participation by the claimant. Rules for them and rules for us, but perhaps the natural law 

people can find an angle on that legislation? 

 

Here comes further warning of the Orwellian future I kept warning about. Amazon plans 

to sell companies a way to detect when staff are not wearing face masks or socially 

distancing. Beyond the pandemic, the system could also be used to track compliance of 

other workplace rules or to monitor the public - for example, to check the number of 

customers queuing in a store. It involves retrofitting a box to existing security cameras 

that can then draw on off-the-shelf AI apps. But privacy campaigners have raised 

concerns. Remote working has already led to an increase in the use of software that 

checks up on employees, but Amazon's new solution is focused on tracking people and 

products in factories, shops and other traditional workplaces. The AWS Panorama 

appliance plugs into internet protocol (IP) cameras - a standard type of digital video 

camera used by a huge range of companies on their sites. It can automate inspection 

tasks, such as detecting manufacturing defects or tracking the movement of barcodes and 

labels. But the tool can also be applied to people. What if the people became barcodes 

and labels via a vaccine? can you see where this is going now, 24/7 coverage of all your 

activities. For example, in a retail shop, it could count the number of customers, track 

their movements and check the length of queues, Amazon has suggested. In a factory or 

other workplace, the same tech can be used to monitor employees "and get notified 

immediately about any potential issues, or unsafe situations so you can take pre-emptive 

action", the company said. This will replace the need for managers in a larger company, 

just get one jackass spy sitting at a computer at home. 
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Technology giant Microsoft has filed a patent for a system, to monitor employees' body 

language and facial expressions during work meetings and give the events a "quality 

score". All very Continuum that is it not? A filing suggests it could be deployed in real-

world meetings or online virtual get-togethers. It envisions rooms being packed with 

sensors to monitor the participants, which could raise privacy concerns. Could? haha 

Microsoft is already under fire over a separate "productivity-score" tool. That feature was 

introduced last year but came to prominence only after a public demo at a corporate 

event. It allows managers to keep track of individual workers' use of Microsoft's Office 

365 software - including Outlook email and the Teams meeting and Excel spreadsheet 

apps. Microsoft points out the facility is not enabled by default and suggests its primary 

goal is to identify IT shortcomings. But critics say it is effectively an employee-

surveillance tool. no shit sherlock. They also suggest employees' mobile devices could be 

used to monitor whether they were simultaneously engaged in other tasks - such as 

texting or browsing the internet - as well as to check their schedule to take into account 

whether they had had to attend other meetings the same day. Now you know what the 

chips are for, the smart phone is the external chip, the replacement is internal, and those 

who took the PCR Covid test of ramming a swab stick up your nose, may already have 

them in their brain, as revealed in last night's show. Hey Managers of the top corporate 

companies, here comes your replacement, an AI spy tool. Using apps again to monitor 

you. This is what I kept warning about, it is going to survey every entire aspect of our 

daily lives. Where we go - already done, what we buy - already done, location - already 

done, what we eat - already done, more so if you buy smart fridge, the details of that are 

bought by the insurance companies, and your health payments will go up accordingly 

depending on what you eat. Don't think it will go down if you go vegan, that is not how 

insurance works, you can go 5-10 years of no claims and then one accident, your fault or 

otherwise, renders your payments to go up. Coming soon monitoring your bathroom 

breaks, monitoring your sex life, how many times and with whom, with the added marital 

affair warning app. Eye monitoring apps to check whether your partner still loves you or 

not, and the worst thing is some people with low insecurity will buy it. The problem on 

this planet is the system created a majority of people with low self worth, riddled with 

insecurity, immersed in a comparative mindset and victimhood, with those two afflictions 

is a recipe for disaster, and that is what we have. That is what we are trying to change at 

THI, and have been successful in many cases doing so. Boost your self worth and your 

insecurity, shadow and inner work cures them both with a support structure to do so, is 

what we have done at THI. Throw in worrying about what others think of you is another 

gigantic cavern within us all, self mastery aligned with shadow work overcomes that as 

well. One member complained about the control system this week and the answer is, it is 

all about what WE allow, but don't take it as a personal issue for allowing it, you 

transmute what you experienced or found out, into something better. Limitation is a 
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common problem as all people have varying elements of low self worth and insecurity, 

all created by the old system. Create a new one which is better is the way forward. 

 

We are off to India for the next two pieces that confirms more of our FRWL narrative. 

Carrying flags and shouting slogans, thousands of farmers gathered at various entry 

points into the national capital Delhi in a determined bid, to push their way through as 

part of their ‘Delhi Chalo' march against the new farm laws, while police blocked them 

with barricades, teargas shells and batons. Delhi Police also used teargas to disperse 

farmers who had reached the Singhu border. At the Tigri border, some kilometres away, 

some farmers used a tractor to pull away a truck placed as a barricade to prevent them 

from entering the city. "We are using teargas water cannons to disperse protesting 

farmers", said the Delhi police. We are also informing them that in view of the COVID-

19 pandemic, any kind of rally and dharna is not allowed," a Delhi Police official said. 

"They have been denied permission and legal action will be taken against them if they 

still try to enter Delhi," he added. Delhi Police sought permission from the city's Aam 

Aadmi Party government, to use the city's nine stadiums as temporary jails for farmers 

arrested or detained, but this was denied. Delhi Home Minister Satyendar Jain said every 

Indian citizen has the right to protest peacefully, for which they cannot be put in jails. In 

a letter to the principal home secretary, Jain said the Central government should accept 

the demands of farmers, adding that putting farmers in jails was not a solution. Drones 

were being by security personnel to keep strict vigil on the movement of protesters in 

bordering areas. The farmers are demanding the repeal of the new farm laws, which, they 

said, should be replaced with another set of legislations, framed after wider consultation 

with the stakeholders. They also want a guarantee on minimum support prices. 

 

So, what is the issue here and a familiar face appears to be central to the problem. The 

three farm bills -- the Farmer's Produce Trade and Commerce (Promotion and 

Facilitation) Bill, 2020, the Farmers (Empowerment and Protection) Agreement of Price 

Assurance and Farm Services Bill, 2020 and the Essential Commodities (Amendment) 

Bill, 2020 -- were passed by Parliament recently. Subsequently, President Ram Nath 

Kovind gave his assent to the bills. The Congress, many other opposition parties and 

several farmers organisations have been protesting against these legislations, claiming 

that these will harm the interests of farmers and benefit corporates, a claim denied by the 

government. India's latest agricultural reform legislations will empower farmers, and give 

them more options to sell their produce and earn maximum profits, Israeli envoy to India 

Ron Malka has said, citing his country's experience. He said the Indian farmers would 

realise the real benefits of these reform measures once "the dust settles". Asserting that 

collaboration in the agriculture sector is one of the main "glues" that bind the Indo-Israel 

partnership, Mr Malka said the new farm laws can further deepen ties as India can adopt 

Israel's technology of using digital platforms to connect farmers directly with consumers. 

In an interview to PTI, the Israeli ambassador said the efficiency of the agriculture sector 
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as a whole will increase, with the new legislations and consumers will also enjoy better 

and fresh crops. "In Israel, there are no middlemen. There is full transparency and 

farmers are connected to customers. This is working very efficiently with very advanced 

digital platforms," Mr Malka said. "Once the Indian market is open and every farmer can 

sell to anyone they want...they can adopt these platforms (developed by Israel) by making 

necessary adjustments for local market conditions," he said. In the first phase, this kind of 

system gives farmers the ability to get what they deserve and in the second phase, it 

becomes a very efficient and powerful planning tool that helps in the supply-demand 

coordination, Mr Malka said. Asked about his views on how these legislations can 

empower farmers in India, the Israeli envoy said, "Yes, I believe that (these measures will 

help farmers). The efficiency of the agriculture sector as a whole (will increase). The 

consumers are also going to enjoy better crops." Notice he didnt answer the direct 

question and only gave statements. Asked about apprehensions raised by a section of the 

people that the new farm laws would reduce the bargaining power of farmers vis-a-vis 

corporates, he said, "I don't think that would be the case." Mr Malka said farmers 

probably still don't know the right know-how to adjust to the new system and will face 

some problems initially, but in the long term when the "dust settles" this is going to make 

the system more efficient and it will bring in much more options and opportunities for the 

farmers. Efficient for whom? Israel, as clearly the farmers and many politicians disagree. 

Does anyone ask why an Israeli is even involved in these negotiations? Have Israel 

quietly taken on the American mantle of harvesting countries and their resources? 

Americans are responsible for this globalist expansion, as it is our tax dollars paying for 

this fake State to rampage through many countries from Egypt to India, which 

incidentally I warned of over two decades ago, and 7 years ago on radio is it not, the 

Israeli caliphate from Egypt to India and including the Saudi peninsula, because they are 

Jewish based as well. Now expanding into Africa via Ethiopia, war ongoing there 

currently as the Hebrew clan run that country as well, which is why the wars in 

neighboring countries like Sudan, look at the map, it is all there in your face. 

 

From India we go to Sri Lanka, I had a very enlightening call with a listener from Sri 

Lanka this week, that told of the interference by the UN and the Clinton Foundation 

amongst others that hamper any rescue or aid parties, helping people who are suffering in 

war or disaster zones. A charming man called Govinda who revealed some of the tales of 

how difficult getting aid is to people in these disaster zones, and was interested in the 

plan the Trust team had come up with to takeover the running of disaster relief from the 

rogue based FEMA group. It is nice that our show goes so far now, in countries that are 

not amongst the well known countries, and many people are getting our message globally 

now, of how we have to be the change. Calls like that re-enforce the drive to keep going 

and keep fighting, there are many hidden armies of people now who wish to fight back, 

but don't have a platform to do so, that is what the Peoples Club is for and about. Thank 

you Govinda you represent your country and peoples very well.  
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Last night I called for the people to stand up and fight back, and unlike all other shows 

we come up with viable solutions all walks of life can take part in. The people can 

boycott all Walgreens until they back down on selling or administering their vaccines. 

The people can boycott all other stores or places where these vaccines are delivered. Let 

the soldiers know who deliver them, we don't appreciate your input into this and tell them 

we will not be supporting them The people can boycott and or hammer all MSM news 

channels as enemies of humanity The people can boycott and demonstrate outside the 

John Hopkins Center and all other research centers to have them closed down until full 

investigation of their fraud on the public is revealed and dealt with. The people can 

boycott and highlight all these labs and where their funding came from and disrupt their 

business with peaceful protests to disrupt their operations and call out their staff members 

to join we the people. Encourage them to walk out as well. Block access to the buildings, 

supported by police and militia. Hair salons go mobile salon and refuse to cut hair of 

people with masks, create a network of non mask businesses and all people support the. 

Common law people draft up notices of natural law, making clear that corporate law that 

doesnt apply to we the people and hand them into businesses in your area, who insist on 

masks, putting them on notice. Protests outside Go ogle, twitter, Facebook, Microsoft and 

any other internet based group involved in this fraud, peaceful protests to disrupt their 

operations and call out their staff members to join we the people. Encourage them to walk 

out as well. The people can stand outside every politicians home in their state and 

demand them to cancel the vaccine, lockdown and masks. The police who refuse to take 

Covid fake rules can do the following: Go into every store in your state or county and 

demand they remove the signs and orders of masks and social distancing or they will be 

closed, the people or militia can enforce this closure. The police can then order all 

businesses to reopen in the area and coordinate with we the people in each state or county 

of how to restart life before the fake virus. All police divisions within each state to 

coordinate arrest procedures of any politicians or officials trying to implement 

restrictions on we the people, in alliance with natural law people. Nurses and doctors who 

administer the vaccines, boycott them and their practices. Nurses and doctors in hospitals, 

refuse to administer any vaccines or to treat any alleged Covid patients. Ambulance 

workers, do not drop off alleged Covid patients to hospitals or clinics, drop them off at 

politicians homes and or town halls, they created it, let them deal with it. Nurses and 

doctors organize staged walk outs of your work places, leaving some behind to look after 

ill patients, until the government cancels the vaccines. There are so many other ideas of 

things all can do, calling people out who are not used to be called out is bigger than 

people may think, but I am sure in your state group calls, you can all come up with more 

relevant to your state. 

 

There is about to unfold an event of unprecedented hate, divisiveness, anger and violence 

upon the streets of many countries shortly, it is one of their side issue plans they have in 
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store for us as a distraction. The black and white divisive program failed, the male and 

female division failed, but these people never give up and their new one will be, those 

who take the vaccine and those who won't. All kinds of media attention will be given to 

us, to essentially demonize those who take their own responsibility for themselves. You 

will be labeled, shamed, guilt tripped and shunned from society, backed by non thinking 

people who think the authority is god. How do we stop this war? keep teaching, 

regardless of their venom returned, but the greatest thing you can do is observe them, and 

not absorb them, that strips away their energy harvesting they are trying to achieve. 

Arguing with a covidiot is a pointless waste of your energy, only they gain in that 

exchange because they have little to no feelings for themselves and only operate out of 

fear. That is why they take vaccines and drugs without questioning, as it is going against 

authority, and so they operate under the premise of fear only. Don't engage them unless 

they ask you questions, then relay as much info as possible. Observe not absorb is your 

only path, engaging to convince them is harming you only. 

 

In the Vedic texts there speaks of the gods turning into goddesses in avatar bodies, the 

classic was Vishnu who returned as Mohini. Mohini was a Hindu goddess, she is the only 

female avatar of the Hindu god Vishnu. She is portrayed as a femme fatale, an 

enchantress, who maddens lovers, sometimes leading them to their doom. Mohini is 

introduced into the Hindu mythology in the narrative epic of the Mahabharata. Here, she 

appears as a form of Vishnu, acquires the pot of Amrita (an elixir of immortality) from 

the thieving asuras (demons), and gives it back to the devas (gods), helping them retain 

their immortality. The name Mohini comes from the verb root moha, meaning "to 

enchant, perplex, or disillusion," and literally means "delusion personified." In the Baiga 

culture of Central India, the word mohini means "erotic magic or spell." The name also 

has an implied connotation of "the essence of female beauty and allurement. Many 

different legends tell of her various exploits and marriages, including union with the god 

Shiva. These tales relate, among other things, the birth of the god Shasta and the 

destruction of Bhasmasura, the ash-demon. Mohini's main modus operandi is to trick or 

beguile those she encounters. She is worshipped throughout Indian culture, but mainly in 

Western India, where temples are devoted to her depicted as Mahalasa, the consort of 

Khandoba, a regional avatar of Shiva. The analogy of this story maybe plays into the 

now, and the most recent fake god deposed here, is now residing in a female body. This 

came to me in September in relation to something I was pondering not related to myself. I 

am me, me, me said with an anti clockwise circling, which is a bind, who is M and who is 

E, and when combined becomes the ME. Something for you all to ponder on deeply, as 

that is what I suspect is playing out here now. 

 

Often people react to words I say on these shows, and unlike others I get held personally 

accountable for those words, yet curiously people never hold any other show accountable, 

why is that? Well, it is basically the others are part of the old system of lies and 
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distraction, the lie or half truth is far more palatable than what is nearer the real truth. We 

all have many hurdles to overcome in our personal lives, and too few take the time to 

understand things from someone else's perspective. It has become all about the self, 

which for shadow work is essential, yet that aspect is badly overlooked by us all, and the 

desire to be external is all encompassing. We as a peoples are selfish, if that disturbs you, 

your issue is within you, not me. Look around you, if the majority were not selfish, there 

would be far more sharing, it is just not the case no matter how we mask it. But people 

will take that personal because they themselves are service to others, well newsflash, that 

message was not for you then, it was for the others, so why take it personal? I have idiots 

on the internet who call me a scammer, I know I am not, so that then doesn't apply to me 

personally and so I excerpt or apply none of my energy to people whose only role in life 

is, to drag down or destroy other people. They are harvesters riddled with envy of others, 

who are incapable of adult minded thinking and actions. If you engage them on a large 

level, that goes beyond a basic proof, you are playing their game and you allow them to 

harvest your energy, throw you off balance and lower your frequency. All trolls and shills 

are low vibrational beings incapable of taking personal responsibility for their own lives, 

incapable of rational thinking, have zero common sense and they are just a foot soldier 

for the low vibrational entities that syphon energy from those who have stepped beyond 

the Matrix. Some teachers get pissy with me for pointing out the education system has 

failed, they take it personal, but not one of them wrote the curriculum, so why would they 

apply it as an attack on themselves? All boils down to basic insecurity of the self and low 

self worth. Those who have mastered themselves would know it wasn't directed at them, 

that is the key, gaining personal mastery. Our show has covered the Zionist element much 

in many episodes, does that make me anti semitic? no, the system told you to believe that, 

criticize the Jews and you are anti-semitic, another of their word salad reverse 

psychology games, but ultimately it is a control system. Those who won't answer 

questions, always have something to hide, politicians, media and other alt media shows 

won't answer detailed questions. Only one show answers questions, only one show is 

made accountable and shows clarity of funds and words, now why is that questioned, 

ridiculed or doubted? Because we are different is the sole reason why, we have replaced 

lies with nearer the truth, replaced secrecy with transparency, pointed fingers back at us 

as well as the cabal, and also provided solutions to fixing the global problems. That 

package is different to every other show on the internet. Other aspects of this, despite low 

self worth, people impose ridiculous barriers upon themselves, the classic is the 

knowledge base. Many become affronted by themselves if they don't know about any 

given subject, or they miss key component of a subject they have researched. The classic 

example of that was an exchange by a yoga expert of 30 years, and I asked her does she 

shield her clients before sessions, she took it personally, I have been doing this 30 years 

and you a layman who knows nothing about it, now tells me I am wrong. No, again, the 

person was not wrong for not knowing information, that information has been withheld 

from the public for a reason. Experts are created upon, which is based upon the 
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information given to them, but in all fields of experts, key information is left out. Does 

that mean the expert is stupid, wrong or doesn't know the subject, no!! it means you have 

more learning to do. Life without learning is devoid of soul development. There is 

nothing wrong with not knowing stuff, what is wrong is when you project at others that 

do know other aspects, or give an opinion based on hidden knowledge, and then make it 

personal. Nobody can possibly know all there is to know on any given subject, so why 

put yourself down and set such high bars for yourself? That is an unrealistic target to 

attain, even the great wisdom teachers didn't know it all, so why do you expect 

yourselves to? Like I said on Thursday, people have to stop taking everything personal, it 

is a control system. You cant criticize schools as that makes teachers look bad, NO, that 

makes the system look bad, why do people personalize it? If I say Wells Fargo is a cabal 

bank, does that make all the staff at WF cabal also? The issue is insecurity in and of the 

person, and that is what I am trying to change in us all, myself included. The lie like the 

many savior programs are all too consuming and enticing, why? because it is plausible 

deniability. Then is it someone else's problem, as they told the lie and they are the 

saviors, actually no the problem is you, you accepted the lie and the savior. A 

government is not crap because of poor politicians, it is crap because of the peoples 

collective lack of personal responsibility, for their lives and the collective. "I must not 

fear. Fear is the mind-killer. Fear is the little-death that brings total obliteration. I will 

face my fear. I will permit it to pass over me and through me. And when it has gone past I 

will turn the inner eye to see its path. Where the fear has gone there will be nothing. Only 

I will remain." We at THI are trying to change all that and go forward with better people 

and better ideas, that result from people being better within themselves. They want their 

order from our chaos, we will smash their chaos and create order, our order, not theirs.  

 

 


